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THE TECHNIC wishes to express its indebted-ness to Dr. Thomas Gray, who has con-
tributed the Supplement for this number.
THE photograph of the Ball Team, which ap-pears in this issue, is contributed by Messrs.
Schwartz and Michel, who were good enough
to prepare it for this purpose.
,pewstot
N connection with the article, " Electric Motor
1 Meters," in the Alumni Department of the
April TECHNIC, the name of the author, Mr. F.
P. Cox, was inadvertently omitted. We are
sorry indeed, that this has occurred.
otoe.st
SPECIAL thanks are due the Assistant Edi-tor, Mr. Peddle, for his efficient work on
this issue of THE TECHNIC. He has kindly
taken from the Editor's busy hands a good share
of the routine work connected with its publica-
tion.
otogot
ROSE is proud of her ball team. Discouragedby two defeats at the hands of stronger
teams, and with two of three available pitchers
out of the game, the school waited with great
anxiety for the results of the two games which
were to be played on the home grounds. The
game with the State Normal, on Saturday, May
4, which assumed especial importance as the first
game to be played at home, was won by steady
work, and by strength in a direction where fail-
ure is easiest—by holding together at critical
times. Every inning, the elephant on the back-
stop said that Rose was ahead. And the crowd
did its duty and pleasure.
But Monday was coming, when DePauw was
to be played on the same diamond—a team un-
doubtedly stronger. Hills, the only pitcher left,
must pitch again, his second full game in three
days. The threatening skies of Monday morn-
ing are no darker than expectations of the
game's result. The game is called, progresses to
the fourth inning. The score is 4 to 0 for De
Pauw, and we are hoping that fate will not deal
too hardly with our crippled team. But the De
Pauw man who is yelling, " This is too easy," is
to be painfully anxious before the last ball is
pitched. Rose takes a start, each man works as
if the game depended on him alone, and as the
innings pass, there are threes and ones and twos
chalked up to Rose's credit. DePauw's half of
the ninth inning is over, and Rose has one less
than DePauw. A minute or two longer, and the
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Poles on Automobile Construction.
(SECOND PAPER)
By A. W. CLEMENT.
POWER LOSSES.
THE first motor vehicles in this country werealmost all underpowered. This fact may be
partially explained by the introduction of vehi-
cles of foreign make. They were built for the
boulevards of Paris and government roads of
Europe, and were of barely sufficient power for
such service. When the steep grades and bad
roads of this country are encountered, such ma-
chines are entirely inadequate. The De Dion-
Bouton quadricycle motor, which is one of the
most popular of French machines, has a motor of
1Y4. horse power, and this maximum can be sus-
tained for but a moment. Many of these ma-
chines have been imported and imitated. Two
persons can not be carried over a very ordinary
grade, however, and the driver in our country
has plenty of use for the pedals which were
originally provided for the purpose of starting.
The resistances to be overcome by the motor
are, (1) frictional loss in the motor itself, (2)
resistance of transmission mechanicism, i. e. the
chains, gears and shafting between the motor
crank shaft and the periphery of the driving
wheel, (3) road resistance, (4) resistance due to
gravity, (5) air and wind resistance. The first
three resistances are always positive, the last two
may be positive, zero or negative, but in design-
ing a motor, the largest probable combined value
of all these is to be considered.
There is a lack of reliable data relating to the
performance of the small motors used in automo-
bile work. We know, however, that they are
very wasteful in comparison with the larger
sizes of similar type. This, of course, is more
marked in the case of steam motors than with
hydro-carbon motors. The loss in transmission
of power from the motor the vehicle wheel is,
however, much greater with the hydro-carbon
motors, because of the more complicated mechan-
ism required for speed variation. These small
motors have a very limited range of speed and
run in one direction only. One of the unsolved
problems in automobilism is to find a simple,
efficient method of reducing this motion to suit
the requirements of the modern motor-vehicle.
The most common arrangement, at present, is to
drive an intermediate shaft by means of one of
several gears. By means of a clutch, the driver
may throw into mesh any pair of gears, thus
varying the speed of the intermediate shaft,
which in turn drives the rear axles or wheels by
means of a sprocket and chain. To reverse, a
third gear may be thrown in. It is obvious that
there must be a considerable frictional loss in all
of this gearing. This is often abnormal on ac-
count of the difficulty of keeping the distance
between bearings constant. The proper rigidity
of the framing is lacking. The imported ma-
chines are fitted with gears having epicycloidal
teeth instead of involute, as is our general prac-
tice, all of which helps to explain the " howl-
ing " of gears on these machines so objectionable
to the American driver. Lubrication is often
very poor, and it is almost impossible to com-
pletely protect the gears and bearings from fine
dust.
Ball and roller bearings have reduced the fric-
tional resistance of the old-style plain bearings 30
to 40 per cent. The lack of rigidity of the frame-
work, however, often causes trouble. If the
bearing is too loose, the impact of the load due
to the violent vibration of the load is apt to break
the balls. If the bearing is tight, the spring of
the parts causes it to bind. There is a tendency,
I believe, to return to the use of the old-style
plain bearing, except in the lightest class of
work.
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In general, the average mechanical efficiency
of the transmission mechanism of modern vehicles
is a little less than 70%.
Road resistance varies enormously according to
character of road and its maintenance. In cal-
culation of power required, of course, the worst
local conditions ought to be provided for. The
resistance in pounds per ton of wagon, iron tires
and axle friction included, for some common
roads is given below:
Asphalt. lbs. per ton.
Asphalt  22 to 28
Macadam, hard, smooth  40 to 45
good  45 to 52
traffic rolled, wet  52 to 58
new flat spread  95 to 105
Gravel  100 to 140
These resistances increase slowly with higher
speeds, and are slightly greater with propelling
wheels than with hauled wheels. The effect of
speed on draught is shown fairly well by the fol-
lowing table of results obtained some time ago
by Sir H. Parnell:
Draft at 6 mi.
Gradient, per hr. 8 to
Level 100 108 116
1 in 60 111 120 128
1 in 40 140 166 172
1 in 30 165 196 200
1 in 26 213 218 225
1 in 20 268 286 318
Of late years some interesting experiments
have been made on the comparative efficiency of
narrow and broad tires under varying conditions.
It has been found that, where there was a hard
bottom covered by slush, mud or soft clay, the
narrow tire went to the bottom with less resist-
amce than the wide tire. On the contrary,
where the road consisted of loose stones, or was
hard smooth or clean, the wide tire has the ad-
vantage. Mr. H. J. Waters, of the Missouri Ag-
ricultural College, has made experiments on this
line which have attracted world-wide attention.
They are of particular interest to -us who travel
over roads daily like those upon which he made








Gravel—some loose stones. 146 108 45 . .
Gravel—Sandy 239 157 46 . .
Gravel-1" to 2%" of slush, 262 268 . . 2
Dirt road-2" to 3" of dust, 91 107 18
Hard clay road, sticky sur-
face, ruts 4" to 6" deep . 206 308 . . 49
EFFECT OF DIAMETER OF WHEELS.
The results obtained by different experimenters
appear contradictory. Axle friction is a disturb-
ing factor. It is, however, generally accepted that
the road resistance decreases nearly as the square
root of the increase of the size of the wheels.
Thus, comparing a 2-ft. wheel and a 4-ft. wheel,
the resistance is decreased about 70 per cent, by
the use of the latter. It may be best to remark,
however, that the results of Morin, Dupuit and
several others do not confirm these figures. The
lack of agreement is due, no doubt, to the differ-
ences of conditions of test. It is possible to strike
only a general average, since one can readily see
that the character of the road and the width of
tires are such important factors. Again, the
more general application, of late years, of the
rubber tires has entirely altered the possibilities
of reduction of traction resistance. The econ-
omy of traction effort is greater upon a bad than
upon a good road, and it also increases with the
speed and load. M. Michelin, the French manu-
facturer, has made somc very elaborate and com-
prehensive experiments with rubber tires, both




Speed and load in Carriage lbs. pull lbs. pull
per ton. per ton.
2% mi. per hour, carriage empty. 62 47
6% mi. per hour, 660 lbs load. . 80 48
EXPERIMENTS IN MUD.
2% mi. per hour, carriage empty. 62 43
6% mi. per hour, 660 lbs. load . . . 59 37
MACADAM—MEAN OF ALL GRADES.
(Grades, 1.2% to 5.8%).
2% mi. per hour, carriage empty. . 68 58
6% mi. per hour, 650 lbs. load . . . 76 44
The results of some experiments with pneu-
matic and plain rubber tires are also given:




Iron Tires. 66 lbs. 99 lbs.
air pi essure. air press.
Plain
Rubber.
2% Nom. 33.6 86 32 37.6
6% 46.6 34 41.7 44
2% 660 42.2 44.7 43.9 56.5
6% 660 64.2 45 1 50.6 64
From these results it would appear that the
plain rubber tire, while better than iron at a trot
is not as good at a walk. But if the surface be
muddy or covered with snow, so as to remove all
elements of elasticity, the full rubber tire gives
better results than the iron tire, and it must be
noted that the increased size of the pneumatic
gives it an added advantage over the solid. It
would also appear that the inflation should not
much exceed 66 lbs. The general mean of all
the recorded experiments in traction resistance
gives the following comparative results:
Pnematic tires 100
Full rubber tires 129  8
Iron tires 132
The advantages of rubber, and especially of
pneumatic tires, are not, however, confined to
the lowering of traction effort, as shown by dy-
namometer tests. The absorption of the greater
part of the vibrations and the softening of the jar
and impact of road inequalities, materially modi-
fies the conditions of running of motor vehicle
mechanism, increases the life of the whole of the
parts below the ordinary springs, increases the
adhesion without increase of weight, and adds
greatly to the comfort of riders.
RESISTANCE DUE TO GRAVITY.
This is the heaviest resistance, of course, to be
provided for. It is generally customary to allow
for gravity resistances such a part of total weight
as is expressed by fractional value of gradient,
i. e., for a rise of 1 foot in 4 feet, one-fourth of to-
tal weight would be allowed. The sine of the
angle being the proper measure, it will be seen
that the error is on the safe side.
Below will be found a table showing probable
resistance due to gravity and total resistance on
average roads, such as the writer is familiar with
in the vicinity of Terre Haute. For city streets
the resistance would be considerably less, and for
suburban roads, except when they are in fair
condition, it would be greater. Only a very gen-
eral average is attempted. The total traction
resistance in the case of iron tires is compared
with that in the case of pneumatic tires and the
H. P. of motor is also computed, assuming a
speed of 10 miles per hour and an efficiency of
transmission Mechanism equal to 70 per cent.
GRADIENT.















































































































































































Wind resistance has not been accounted for in
the previous calculation, and yet a little figuring
will show that it is a considerable factor some-
times-especially in the case of vehicles designed
for racing or for road records. According to Hut-
ton's experiments, the resistance increases as the
square of the velocity of the moving body.
Beaufoy, and Maxim, in his flying machine ex-
periments, found this result too high. Experi-
ment seems to show that the result obtained by
calculating the acceleration and velocity of fall-
ing bodies gives too low a result. If we take
Hutton's results, we shall, however, probably be
on the safe side. His formula is R.- V2A .0017,
where A is the area in square feet of the surface
presented. Thus a carriage presenting a surface
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of 20 square feet and running at a velocity of 10
nines per hour, would encounter an air resistance
of 7.3 lbs., and at 20 miles per hour 29.2 lbs.,
and at 40 miles per hour 116.8 lbs. It has been
shown that the air resistance on a four-passenger
rubber-tired carriage was at one time two-thirds
of the road resistance.
Sonic very remarkable shapes have been de-
signed by the makers of French and German
racing vehicles. The sharpened prow or beak is
noticeable in many modern carriages. The great
side resistance offered by the attachments and
protruding boxes does not seem to have been
realized. It has been proven that, in the case of
elongated bodies moving at a high velocity, the
end friction is practically negligible when com-
pared with the side friction. Experiment shows
that pointed projectiles are little if any faster
than those with hemispherical ends. The point-
ing is done, not for speed especially, but to make
them fly steadier.
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II Power Cransmission Plant in British Columbia.
By HARRY J.
THE Kootenay River hasits source in 
one of
the small lakes so numerous in this district.
It flows in a southeasterly direction, parallel
with and about ten miles distant from the
head of the Columbia River in an opposite
direction for some sixty miles, and at one point,
near the source of the Columbia, they are only
three miles apart. From here it continues its
direction some 150 miles further south into Mon-
tana, then turns northwestwardly into British Co-
lumbia again, where it forms the KootenayLake,
sixty miles long and six miles wide. From the
lake it flows southwestwardly for fifty miles and
empties into the Columbia river near Robson,
about 25 miles north of the boundary line. The
river between the lake and its junction with the
Columbia is a wide and deep stream, with three
large falls and numerous rapids. The upper fall
is 70 feet over a rock face, the middle 40 feet and
the lower about 30 feet. The middle falls are
known as Bonnington Falls, which name was
given them by Sir Charles Ross, Bart, of Scot-
land, who promoted and practically controls the
plant. It is at this fall that the power plant of
the West Kootenay Power and Light Company
is located. The general view of Bonnington
Falls is given in figure No. 1. The mountains
rise about 1,400 feet above the river, with a sea
McDARGH, '96.
elevation of 3,600 feet. The upper falls can be
seen in the back ground, being 1,000 feet distant
from the plant. The river, at the middle falls, is
450 feet wide and a conservative estimate gives
the available capacity at low water as 80,000 H.
P. The present plant of the Company is 5,000
H. P. The water necessary for this was obtained
by an open canal 640 feet long, 26 feet wide and
15 feet deep, through the hard country rock. A
forebay is made by widening out the last 75 feet
to a width of 50 feet. This forebay is enclosed
by a concrete dam 32 feet high, ten feet wide on
top and 26 feet at the bottom. One hundred and
twenty-five feet above this dam is a wooden dam
with a slope of 40° and a height of 44 feet. At
the bottom are sluice ways with sliding gates.
This dam is for controlling the water in the fore
bay, especially during high water.
Three steel feeders are enclosed in the concrete
dam; two of 9 feet and one ,of 10 feet diameter.
The upper ends of these feeders are provided
with wooden gates made of framed timbers. Each
gate has two bolted racks which extend upwards
and work on the gearing of the head gate irons
placed on top of the dam. To these feeders are
connected the wheel casings and to these cases
the draft tubes; the latter extending to the tail
race below. This race is 20 feet wide and ex-
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tends the full length of the power house and out
to the river; a dam placed across the race at an
angle to give a large width to the discharged
water holds the water at a height to keep the
ends of the draft tubes always immersed. See
figure No. 2.
The wheel cases mentioned contain the tur-
bines, which are direct connected to the genera-
tors. There are two pairs of 39" wheels, central
discharge, and one pair of 44" wheels. .The 39"
pair give 1200 H. P. each and the 45" pair 2600
H. P. at 180 R. P. M. These wheels are built
by the Stilwell Bierce & Smith Vaile Co. of
Dayton, Ohio, and are their well known Victor
type. In addition to these large wheels are three
separate 12 inch register gate turbines of the
same manufacturer used in operating the exciters
for furnishing the current to excite the three
phase generators in the station. To the main
shaft of each wheel-setting and just outside of
the wheel-casing is a pulley which is connected
with a belt to an electric mechanical governor for
operating the gates of each wheel. These gov-
ernors are the Giesler governor, being a design
of A. C. Giesler, of Dayton, Ohio, and made by
the Stilwell Bierce & Smith Vaile Co. These
generators give a very close regulation; varia-
tions not amounting to more than 3%.
Figures 3 and 4 give the floor plan and section
of the plant.
ELECTRICAL APPARATUS.
The plant contains two 750 K. W. units and
one 1500 K. W. unite of the General Electric
type: These generators are of the revolving field
type and are the standard machine; they have
a speed of 180 R. P. M., 40 poles and deliver 60
cycle, three phase current at 1100 volts delta. The
generator leads are carried through underground
waterproof ducts to the switch board, which con-
sists of three generator panels, three exciter pan-
Fig i.
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els, four transformer panels and four line panels.
The cable connections between the generators
and low tension bus bars are made through triple
pole, double throw, oil break sw- itches. All
instruments and appliances are of the standard
General Electric type. The leads from the trans-
former panels to the step up transformers are
placed in underground ducts. There are 12 of
these air blast transformers, each having a ca-
pacity of 242 K. W., 60 cycle and designed
for 1,100 volts on the primary, with either
11,620 or 20,100 volts on the secondary, accord-
ing to whether delta or Y connected. The 20,-
100 volts is the potential delivered to the line.
Three 2 H. P. 110 volt induction motors drive
three 60" Buffalo blowers placed under the floor
of the transformer house which furnish an air
blast through large ducts to the transformers.
This method will be described more fully in the
substation at Rossland.
The high tension circuits from each trans-
former are conducted to the high tension switches
on the transformer panels which are connected
to bus bars and fed through the line panels to
the feeder circuits, which are carried through 8"
vitrified pipes in the front wall of the station to
the pole line. Each high tension line is equipped
at the station with high tension lightning arrest-
ors. There are 8 of these in series on each line
and are of the General Electric type.
There is also a small air compressor in the sta-
tion driven by a belt from a pulley on one of the
75() K. W. units, which is used to furnish air
under 60 pound pressure for blowing out the
transformers and removing the dust from the
high tension apparatus. This operation is gone
through with at least once a week with a result
that the transformers never become choked.
POLE LINE.
The pole lines are all through a country of a
very rough description, which fact can be realized
when I say that there is not a level mile in its
whole distance and grades of all kinds up to 70
%. The difference in mean and extreme height
above a datum is about 2,350 feet. The poles
1 93
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are all of selected cedar, from 40 feet to 80 feet
long; spaced 100 feet on centers, except on curves.
The right of way of 100 feet is all cleared,
which was also a serious task, as the territory
traversed is heavily timbered.
A distinctive feature is that there are two pole
lines from Bonnington to Rossland, a distance of
31 miles. The second of these lines built has
each pole roofed, as shown by the accompanying
diagrams. See figures 5 and 6. This was neces-
sary for the reason that when winter sets in there
is practically no wind and the snow piles up two
and three feet high on the cross arms and remains
there for weeks at a time until melted by a chi-
nook wind. The pins used are of specially
heavy construction, having a shank of 254" in
diameter, and are 5" long below the shoulder; the
length over all is 1154". These pins are of
locust and were boiled in paraffine oil, taken out,
cooled and then dipped in the hot oil again.
Porcelain insulators of the Redlands type are
used throughout. The company has its private
telephone line placed four feet below the lower
cross-arm. It is of No. 12 B. & S, hard drawn
copper wire transposed every pole. Double pet-
ticoated ordinary glass insulators are used. The
high tension lines are transposed every mile.
Where the lines cross railroads and wagon
roads a guard is placed five feet below the high
,.\•Nmakt‘v\"uimmtAtkvAvi"---<%,-
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tension lines. This guard is made of 2"x2"x9
feet wooden strips spaced 18 inches on center and
supported by three one-quarter inch galvanized
cables.
At present there are two pole lines with one
circuit on each to Rossland, 31 miles from Bon-
nington. Twenty-eight miles from Bonnington
two circuits are taken from the last mentioned
line and are conducted on one pole line to Trail,
three miles distant. There are two more circuits
on one pole line from Bonnington to Nelson, 12
miles distant. The main line to Rossland is of
No. 2 B. & S. guage, medium drawn bare copper
wire, except where crossing the Columbia and
Kootenay rivers where No. 000 bimetallic wire is
used. The Columbia river is crossed in a single
span of 1,600 feet, and that of the Kootenay in
600 feet. No strain cables are used to support
the span; there is a sag, however, of 52 feet in
the 1,600 feet span and the strain is supported on
porcelain insulators placed close together on a
very substantial frame. A space of six feet sep-
arates the wires, which has proven ample to keep
the wires from blowing together. The lines to





At Nelson the three phase current is taken into
a neat, brick substation, containing the usual
equipment of choke coils, lightning arresters,
high and low tension switch board panels, etc.,
necessary for the safety and control of the three
242 K. W. air blast transformers. In this station
the high tension current is transformed down to
2,000 volts which is delivered to a 400 H. P.
motor generator set run by a General Electric
synchronous motor. This motor generator set
furnishes a 550 volt direct current which is used
by the Nelson Tramway Co. in operating cars in
the city of Nelson.
At Trail the current is taken in a brick sub-
station, provided with the usual equipments for
guarding and controlling six 135 K. W. oil cooled
static transformers of the Wagner type. These
deliver a three phase current of 550 volts, which
is conducted to the Canadian Pacific R. R. smelter
by means of four circuits of number 0000 weather
Fig. 4
w
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Fig. 5
proof copper wire. This current is used in oper-
ating various portions of the smelter as follows:
Three 75-K. W. synchronous motors drive Con-
norsville blowers for the blast furnace. A 200
H. P. induction motor drives a fourth blower and
another 200 H. P. induction motor is being in-
stalled. The balance of the motors used, all of
induction type, are a 75 H. P. driving a rock
crusher and sampling mill, a 50 H. P. operating
the lead mill, a 30 H. P. driving the machine
shop, two 30 H. P. motors driving two roasters
and a 40 H. P. motor operating a briquetting
machine.
At Rossland the substation contains 12 242-K.
W. step down air blast transformers. These are
the same size and type used at the power house,
with the exception that the primaries take either
9,600 or 16,600 volts, according to whether delta
or Y connected ; while the secondaries deliver
2,200 volts in three phase currents, which poten-
tial is used in all power and lighting circuits dis-
tributed from here. The cuts, No. 7 and No. 8,
Fig 6.
giving side and end elevation of the substation,
show the method used for delivering the air blast
to the transformers. Three 2 H. P. induction
motors drive three 60" blowers. This blast is
carried through large subways or ducts which
open directly under each transformer. Here, as
at the power house, a compressor is used to fur-
nish air at 601b pressure to clean the transform-
ers. Each transformer is provided with damp-
ers for regulating the amount of air to be deliv-
ered. There is an induction regulator for con-
trolling the potential of the lighting service
operated by the attendant in the station. This
device is of the General Electric Co., and is
wound for 70 amperes per phase at 2,200 volts,
and has a range of 220 volts in either direction.
It consists of an induction motor on a vertical
shaft connected through gearing to the shaft of a
pilot motor, placed on top of the case so that the
rotor of the induction regulator may be made to
turn a given arc in either direction, and in turn-
ing raises or lowers the electromotive force in the
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mains passing through the stator windings as
desired. The pilot motor is controlled from a
double pole, double throw, reversing switch
placed on the switchboard. About 50011. P. is
is used for the electric lighting in Rossland.
Enclosed alternating current arc lamps are used
for street and commercial purposes. The ulti-
mate distribution is on the Edison three-wire
system through the use of type H transformers,
taking either 1,040 or 2,080 volts on the primary
and delivering 115 or 230 volts.
The principal use to which the power of this
company is supplied is for mining purposes, some
of the installations being in the following princi-
pal mines: The British America Corporation,
controlling the LeRoi, Number One Mine, Josie,
Black Bear, Nickelplate, Great Western, Annie
and Columbia & Kootenay. Also, the Iron Mask,
War Eagle, Centre Star, British Columbia Bul-
lion Exfration Co., California, Giant, Gertrude,
St. Elmo and Big 3. Amongst these different
mines about 3,000 H. P. is consumed in operat-
ing hoists, compressors, crushers, conveyors,
blowers, etc. Some of the larger machinery
operated is as follows: An 850 H. P. S. K. C.
motor of the Royal Electric Co., Montreal, oper-
ates a 40-drill air compressor and a hydraulic
pump in the Nickelplate. A 400 H. P. sychron-
ous motor of the Gen. Elec. type drives a 40
drill air compressor in the War Eagle.
Three conical drum 150 H. P. hoists each
operated by a 150 H. P. 250 volt three-phase in-
duction motor of the Gen. Elec. type. These are
in turn fed from two transformer stations; each
station having 3 150 K. W. oil-cooled Wagner
transformers. These hoists are used for hand-
- Sselloor on 4in C9. -
Fig. 7
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ling all material going in the mine and bringing
the ore up; also for raising and lowering the
miners. One of them is located in the Josie
mine, one in the Number One and one in the Black
Bear tunnel.
From persons who have made examinations of
transmission plants, the common conclusion is
that none of them exceed this company's in de-
sign, completeness or commercial advantage, and
that it is the most perfect of any found in the
West. The plant was installed in 1897-98 with
two 1,000 H. P. units; in 1899 a 2,000 H. P.
unit was added. Now it is their intention to in-
crease their plant 12,000 H. P. It was for this
purpose I was employed by them this last winter.
The following will give a rough outline of the
improvements to be made.
There were two propositions for consideration.
First. The upper falls, 4,400 feet from the pres-
ent power house, which would give 110 feet
working head. Second. The lower falls, 700
feet away, giving 38 feet head.
Either proposition meant a large expenditure,
due in one to the excessive cost of steel pipe in
this country on account of freight and duty;
and in the other to the extremely rough profile
,N mn To ovommiy•ts, ,admiliwkw
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which would be encountered in an open canal.
After making careful surveys of each and com-
paring the cost, the lower fall was found to be
the least expensive. The present canal is to be
widened to 80 feet, and at a convenient point the
new canal, 55 feet wide and 20 feet deep, will be
taken from it and led to the new power house,
which will be set to the left of the present plant,
as seen in figure No. 1.
A•concrete dam 40 feet high closes this end of
the canal; in this are placed three fenders of 17'
diameter, which lead to the wheel cases contain-
ing the wheels. Each case will contain 4-48"
Victor turbines, running at 180 R. P. M., giving
4,000 H. P., and direct connected to the gener-
ator. The balance of the station will be practi-
cally the same as the present one, with the ex-
ception that the power house will be set on
arches and piers, so that each wheel setting will
have a separate tail race.
A new transformer house will be built at Bon-
nington, and also a new substation at Rossland, to
accommodate the increased capacity.
The office of the directors of this company is
in Montreal, but all business is transacted through
the main office at Rossland, under the direction
of Mr. L. A. Campbell, who is General Manager.
It is through their generosity that I am enabled
to use these cuts.
Mr. J. D. McDonald, E. E., is the General
Superintendent, and to him I am especially in-
debted for information given me in the writing
of this article. Mr. Gordon Logan has charge of
the office affairs, and to him I am also indebted
for his assistance in many ways.
DESCRIPTION OF CUTS.
Fig. No. 1. A general view of Bonnington Falls and
the power house.
Fig. No. 2,—Rear view of power house, showing
draught-tube, tail race and small dam.
Fig. No. 3. Floor plan of power house.
Fig. No. 4. End section of power house, tail race and
dam.
Figs. No. 5 and 6. Front and side elevation of pole
and cross arm.
Fig. No. 7. Side elevation of substation at Rossland.
Fig. No. 8. End elevation of substation at Rossland.
I'Vev
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Cransportation and hauling of Cake SuperiorIron Ore.
By G. H. HUTCHINSON,
CHIEF ENGINEER, WEBSTER, CAMP & LANE CO., AKRON, O.
0 NE of the chief factors instrumental in giv-ing the United States a leading position in
the industrial world is the cheap production of
pig iron and steel, made possible in a large mea-
sure by the facility with which Lake Superior
iron ore and Pennsylvania coal are brought
together at the furnaces in the Pittsburg District.
Contributing to this are several elements which
will be considered briefly.
First, the favorable character of the iron ore
deposits in the Lake regions, the ore occurring
in enormous quantities and frequently in surface
deposits, having the consistency of soft earth,
making it possible to remove the ore by steam
shovel from its native bed and to load it direct to
cars for shipment, without preliminary processes
other than the stripping or overlying earth, thus
reducing the cost of mining to a Minimum.
A second element is the relatively long water
haul, over 80% of the total distance from mine
to furnace being by way of the great lakes,
affording by far the cheapest transportation in
the world.
To the above natural advantages must be added
an unsurpassed lake fleet, having a tonnage ex-
ceeding that of the Atlantic, Pacific and Gulf
coasts, a system of ore railroads constructed and
equipped with special rolling stock with vieW to
*NOTE.—Itecture delivered Monday, May 6, before Student Body.






handling the largest possible tonnage with ut-
most dispatch at least cost, and the special
,mechanical equipment for handling the ore at
the mines, lake ports and furnaces.
On leaving the mines the ore is carried by rail
an average distance of some fifty miles to the ore
docks at the upper lake ports where it is de-
posited in high bins or pockets for temporary
storage from which it is subsequently discharged
to vessels for lake shipment, a distance oil- over
800 miles to lower lake ports, where it is again
transferred, being either stocked (docked for
winter shipment) or loaded into cars for immedi-
ate shipment, by rail, about 150 miles to furnaces.
During this haul of over 1,000 miles, the ore is
handled not less than five times and yet the
facilities for transportation and handling have
been developed to such an extent that within six
days after leaving the mines, the ore can be laid
down at the furnace at a cost of about $4.00 per
ton.
The lake iron ore region comprises five ranges
known as the
No. Principal Mines. Output in 1899.
17 3,757,010 tons
 26 3,801,052 tons
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The ninety-five principal mines given above
are still further subdivided, with resulting total
of some 240 mines in the several ranges, each
mine being named for identification. As shown
above the output of iron ore for 1899 was a trifle
over 18%. million tons, while the total output of
the lake region since its opening, 44 years ago,
has been over 152,000,000 tons, more than one-
third of which has been shipped in the last four
years.
The Minnesota mine alone has produced in the
last sixteen years over six million tons of ore,
this being the largest output of any single mine
in the country. The product is an unusually
rich, hard or rock ore, requiring blasting, the
entire output averaging 67 per cent. iron. A
35' ton steam shovel working this mine loads
- 4800 tons or 192 cars of iron ore in a 14 hour day
and will load a 25 ton car in two minutes. The
daily average output is over two tons of ore per
man at a cost of less than $1.00 per ton.
Analysis shows that the ore shipped from the
several ranges during the season of 1899 ran
ordinarily from 55 to 65 per cent. iron, with a
minimum of about 40 and a maximum of 68.6 per
cent. iron. Moisture varied from one-half to 15
per cent.
The ore transportation from mines to lake
ports is largely by means of roads built exclu-
sively for this traffic, the ore being carried in
solid trains of special self discharging cars.
The upper lake docks, to which the ore is first
carried, are extensive pile and timber structures
built at great expense and requiring large quan-
tities of material in construction. These docks
with trestle approaches vary from half a mile to
upwards of a mile and a quarter in length and
have capacity for storing the cargoes of several
of the largest lake vessels.
As an example of current construction the ore
dock of the Duluth, Nesaba & Northern Railroad
Co. will, when completed to proposed dimen-
sions, have a total length, including dock and
approach of 5,000 feet, and a storage capacity of
80,000 tons in 384 pockets. The length of
pockets or docks proper will be 2,300 feet. The
dock stands 6634 feet above water level and from
75 to 100 feet above bottom of foundations, and
has sufficient width at top for five railroad tracks,
four for filling pockets and the fifth for the stor-
age of empties. There will be required in the
construction of this dock and approach about
fifteen million feet of lumber, eleven thousand
piles and several hundred feet of steel trestle.
The highest ore dock yet constructed is the
Eastern Minnesota, at Superior, Wis., the deck
of which stands 73 feet 1 in, above wator level
and 125 feet above solid foundation. The double
track trestle approach to this deck is 4,600 feet
long, giving, with the 1,500 feet of dock proper
a total length of 6,100 feet.
To move this tonnage by water an extensive
lake fleet has been built, having a present valu-
ation exceeding fifty million dollars.
Nineteen of the thirty-seven vessels under con-
struction in the lake ship yards in the early part
of the present year have an everage carrying
capacity of 7,084 gross or 7,934 net tons on 8 foot
draught and vary in length from 432 to 498 feet
over all. The smallest of the ninteen vessels refer-
red to is of slightly larger tonnage than any boat
under construction in the coast yards, with the
exception of four ocean steamships which are
larger than any now carrying the American flag.
As typical of the several lake steamers turned
out during the present year may be taken the
steamer John W. Gates. This vessel has a cargo
capacity of 9,000 net tons with coal bunkers for
300 tons. She has an all over length of 498 feet,
moulded beam 52 feet, depth 30 feet and is pro-
vided with thirteen air tight compartments
capable of carrying 3,500 tons of water ballast.
Her cargo hold is divided into six compartments.
She has fifteen hatches 8 ft. by 30 ft. spaced 24
ft. centers. The Gates is equipped with quad-
ruple expansion engines 1634", 2534", 3834" and
60"x40" stroke, and with boilers carrying steam
pressure of 250 lbs. per sq. in. Her wheel is 14
ft. dia.x1554 ft. pitch.
The diagram shows the comparative dimen-
sions of the lake steamer Gates, the Paris, a
modern trans-atlantic liner and of the Kaiser
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Length over all . . 4981 5275/2' 6481 704/
Length of keel  . . 6251 . 685'
Beam 521 631 66' 681
Depth 30/ 411-1011 431 491
Draught 181 231 32%1
Displacement, load
draught 13,000 26,000 28,500
The following list of vessels passing through
the Soo Canal in 1899 will give an idea of the
range in size of vessels in the lake trade:
40 vessels 400 to 500 ft. in length.
120 (or 136) vessels 300 to 400 ft. in length.
267 vessels 200 to 300 ft. in length.
289 vessels 100 to 200 ft. in length.
109 vessels 100 ft. in length.
The Marine Review gives the following as
some of the notable records prior to 1900:
The steamer Superior City has carried a cargo
of 266,550 bu. of corn, having weight of 7,463
net tons.
The tow barge, John Smeaton, has carried a
cargo of 8,339 net tons.
Steamer Holden has carried from Buffalo to
Duluth 6,432 net tons of anthricite coal.
In a single season the steamer Presque Isle
moved through the Soo 187,816 net tons.
The steamer Andrew Carnegie covered 42,027
miles.
Steamer Henry Oliver had 141,475,588 ton
miles to her credit.
Ten steamers carried an average cargo of 7,385
net tons.









" 5,420 " "
" 4,523 " "
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" 2,511
4 tow barges had average cargoes of 8,179 net tons.
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Three hundred and forty-four vessels passing
the canal can carry, collectively, 1,308,603 net
tons at a single trip.
Sault Ste Marie, or the "Soo," as the rapids
in the St. Mary's River connecting Lake Supe-
perior with the other great lakes are commonly
called, is of more than ordinary interest, not only
from its importance as a highway for all Lake
Superior shipping but for its large possibilities in
the way of water power development and for its
general picturesqueness.
Through the canals which have been built
around the rapids at this point passes annually
one-sixth of the commerce of the United States
and locking through these canals to the number
of 100 vessels daily will be found lake craft of
every description, from the old wooden schooner
to the 9,000 ton steel ore steamer with consorts
in tow.
The first State locks were built in 1855, but in
1870 the traffic having become of considerable
importance the national government assumed
control and has since expended several million
dollars in improvements, the most important
being the construction in 1887 of the Poe Lock,
the largest in the world, 100x800 ft., at a cost of
about five million dollars.
The rapids which within a distance of a mile
have a fall of 19 ft. and discharges about 70,000
cu. ft. of water per second certainly warrant the
enormous water power plants now under con-
struction and contemplated at the "Soo."
The tonnage passing the "Soo" during the
short season of navigation is much greater than
that annually entering the largest ports in the
world, and double that passing the Suez canal—
the "Soo" in 1899 passing over twenty-five and
one-fourth million (25,255,810) tons in 20,255'
vessels while the Suez canal the year previous
passed less than thirteen million (12,962,622)
tons in a total of 3,503 vessels.
In 1899 the American Canal at the "Soo"
opened May 2d and closed Dec. 18th, giving a
season for navigation of 231 days.
Some idea of the volume of the "Soo" traffic
will be gained from the estimated loss to vessel
interests on account of a week's blockade in the
fall of 1899 of the channel between Lake Superior
and Lake Huron, which loss amounted to about
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$400,000.00 exclusive of damage to boats.
Published statistics of the great lakes commerce
for 1899 show the following:
Net tons passing Sault Ste Marie  25,255,810
Total number of vessels 20,255
Total ton miles for lake shipment . 20,891.944,628
Value placed on freight carried $281,364,750.00
Amount of freight paid $21,959,707.00
Average distance hailed 827.2 miles
Average cost of freight per ton  87 cts.
Cost per ton mile for 189D 1.05 mills
Cost per ton mile for 1898 79 mills
Maximum day's traffic, 207,962 tons on 154 vessels of 156,-
119 registered tons.
It is remarkable that in the busy season of
1899 theie was not a single total loss of a marine
kind although there were two or three total losses
of small vessels due to fire.
A list of lower lake ports receiving iron ore is
given below, with number of tons handled at
each in 1899.











Total at Lake Erie Ports  15,222,187
Received at Chicago and other points . .  2,500,158
17,722,345
1% account moisture  179,013
Total shipped by water  17,901,358
In order that there may be the greatest possi-
ble despatch in discharging the cargo from vessels
at the receiving ports, expensive and highly de-
veloped machinery has been introduced, by means
of which it has become possible to unload the
largest ore boats having a cargo of 8,000 gross
tons in a single day. In unloading, the ore may
be stocked on docks for winter shipment by rail
or may be transferred from vessel direct to cars
for immediate forwarding to furnaces, depending
upon current and prospective requirements.
Conneaut Harbor, which in 1899 ranked third
as an ore-receiving port, handled her first cargo
of ore in 1892, the machinery for handling which
comprised three Brown conveyors or bridges, as
they are commonly called.
In 1896, the second year in which regular
operations were conducted, the receipts were a
little less than one-third million tons, at which
time one dock only was in use, on which were
worked six Brown and six King bridges and ten
revolving derricks or whirlers (the former being
used for unloading ore from vessels either on
stock piles or direct to cars for shipment to fur-
naces, while the whirlers were commonly used
for unloading ore from vessels to cars, for reload-
ing vessels with cargo coal and railroad steel for
shipment and for fueling ore vessels.)
About this time (1897) the Carnegie interests
began developing this property, with the result
that within a period of three years, from 1897 to
1900, the number of docks has been increased
from one to four, the dock frontage from 1,900
ft. to 5,700 ft., or 1.1 miles, while the mechani-
cal equipment has been increased from a total of
eighteen to eighty-one ore and coal handling ma-
chines of various types, comprising seventeen
Brown and six King ore storage conveyors,
twelve McMyler direct ore unloaders, one
McMyler coal car dumper, twenty-five whirl-
ers, one fueling steamer, nine timber ore storage
bridges for use in conjunction with whirlers, three
Hulett 10-ton automatic ore unloaders, three
Thew steam ore shovels and one 55-ton Bucyrus
shovel, three endless rope haulage systems, hav-
ing about four miles of rope, for shifting cars on
docks and at machines. The ore handled in 1899
amounted to two and one-third million tons, with
the prospects for a considerable increase in ton-
nage for the present season.
The docks, with present machine arrangement,
will stock about 850,000 tons, which figure can
be doubled by replacing the temporary wooden
bridges now in use on Dock 4 by storage bridges
of increased height and longer span, working in
conjunction with the Hulett unloaders.
At this port nine of the largest lake freighters
can discharge or receive cargo simultaneously.
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Last season the daily receipts of ore averaged
15,000 tons, with a maximum of about 30,000
tons immediately following the " Soo " block-
ade, while the full dock equipment has, from
actual cargo records for the several groups of
machines, the capacity for discharging from ves-
sel to stock piles and cars during a 12-hour day
over 40,000 tons. It should be understood that
the figure last given is based on most favorable
and not average conditions.
Notable among the ore roads operating be-
tween the lower lake ports and the furnaces in
the Pittsburg district is the P. B. & L. E., or
Bessemer Road, connecting the ore ports of Erie
and Conneaut with North Bessemer, from which
point distribution is made to the various Carne-
gie furnances by the Union R. R. These two
lines were developed and constructed by the Car-
negie Steel Co. for handling its supplies and pro-
ducts. With a view to handling the largest ton-
nage at least cost per ton mile the Bessemer road
developed, and in 1897 put into service steel cars
of large capacity, which have since been adopted
by the leading roads of the country. The steel
car industry has now assumed large proportions,
and in 1899 out of 117,982 freight cars built by
regular car shops, 10,500, or 9% were of steel,
being equivalent to 14% of the total tonnage
built. Steel cars are now largely used for the
transfortation of iron ore, coal and coke. For
the purpose of increasing train loads to a maxi-
mum, each of the roads named has supassed the
world's records in' locomotive construction, the
Union R. R. having in 1898 buit the two heavi-
est and most powerful locomotives in the world,
while during the present season the Bessemer
Road has put into service two engines much
heavier and more powerful than those on the
Union Road just noted. Weight and principal
dimensions are an follows:
Union R. R. Engines. Bessemer Engines,
Cylinders '23" diam. x 32" stroke  24" x 32"
Driving wheel diameter, 54"  54"
Driving wheel base, 15 ft. 7"  15 ft. 7"
Total wheel, 24 ft.  24 ft. 4"
Total heating surface, 3,322 sq. ft.  3,805 sq. ft.
Tractive force, 53,292 pounds 
Weight on driving wheels, 208.000 lbs. . . 225,200 lbs.
Weight on truck, 22,000 lbs. 
Total weight of engines, 230,000 lbs  250,300 lbs.
Weight of tender, loaded, 104,000 lbs. . 141,100 lbs.
Capacity of water tank, 5,000 gals  7,500 gals.
Fuel capacity, 20,000 lbs.  28,000 lbs.
Height from rail to top of stack  16 ft.
The Bessemer and Union roads are ballasted
throughout with furnace slag and have main
lines laid with 100-lb. steel.
For the season of 1899 the average train load,
including empties on return haul, was about 800
tons, with a maximum train load of 1,650 net
tons. The average time from Conneaut Harbor
to North Bessemer, a distance of 130 miles, was
about fifteen hours. The minimum dead load,
not including locomotive, constitutes 20% of
train load. The maximum train load for the
present year is about 2,000 tons. The total ton-
nage for the season is expected to aggregate about
3,500,000 tons. On arrival at destination the
ore is again hauled by special machinery, the
railroad cars being overturned and contents dis-
charged into transfer cars which convey it either
to the stock pit for storage or deliver it to hoists
by which the ore and other raw materials are
charged to furnace.
Throughout its course from mines to destina-
tion, a distance of 1,000 miles by rail and water,
the ore is subject to wire orders, whether ordered
for through shipment or stocked at lake ports for
several months in transit, this being necessary to
meet the varying daily demands and to insure
such a distribution of the many grades of ore as
is required for best results in making up furnace
charges.
The enormous development of iron and steel
interests becomes apparent when we consider
that 60 years ago the total annual product of cast
iron in the United States was about Y4. million
tons (256,100 tons), while in 1899 the product of
pig iron amounted to about 13% tons (13,620,703)
about fifty-two times that produced in 1840. The
labor required 50 years ago turn out a ton of pig
iron was twelve times that required to turn out a
ton of finished steel.
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Half a century ago, with the limited means for
transporting iron, furnaces were to be found in
all parts of the country. To-day, however, ow-
ing to the wonderful development of transporta-
tion facilities, both by land water, the iron and
steel industry has become concentrated in three
principal districts, having Pittsburg, Chicago
and Birmingham, Ala., as centers. At the pres-
ent time, out of about 400 blast furnaces in the
United States over 200 are located in the vicinity
of Pittsburg.
The leading position which the Pittsburg dis-
trict occupies in the iron and steel industry is
shown in the following figures, taken from Mr.
Jas. M. Clark's report of industrial statistics for
the State of Pennsylvania for last year.
"In 1899, Pennsylvania produced over 634
million (6,542,996) gross tons of pig iron, being
more than 70% of the entire production of Great
Britain, and over 48% of that produced by the
United States."
"Pennsylvania produced about 634 million
(6,446,156) gross tons of steel in 1899, being
nearly 29% in excess of the entire production of
Great Britain, over 90% of the production of the
United States, and over 46% more than was pro-
duced in the United States in 1894."
Allegheny county, Pa., alone turns out over
half the Bessemer steel produced in the United
States, while its railroad and river tonnage
amounts to over 50,000,000 tons annually.
The Carnegie Steel Co., the leading steel pro-
ducer not only of the Pittsburg district, but of
the world, has an annual capacity of 2,750,000
gross tons of pig iron, spiegeleisen and ferro-
manganese, 2,050,000 gross tons Bessemer steel,
1,600,000 tons 0. H. steel, making a total 0. H.
and Bessemer steel of 3,650,000 gross tons.
In 1898 the Carnegie Steel Co.'s output
equalled nearly one-half that of Great Britain,
more than one-third that of Germany, and one-
fourth that of the United States, 80 per cent.
more than France, and 10 per cent, of the out-
put of the world.
De Savings Bank as an Economic -factor.
BY SAM D. BURGE, '02.
A SAVINGS BANK is a bank, either privateor incorporated, which differs from banks
termed commercial banks in that a savings bank
takes deposits of any size, often as small as ten
cents, from anyone bringing them, unless the
person is known to be corrupt or dishonest.
Upon these savings the bank pays interest if the
money is left a certain time, usually three or six
months, but the money may be withdrawn at any
time, with one exception, mentioned later.
The banks are able to handle these small ac-
counts and to pay interest upon them where
national banks are not, because: 1. They are
not required by law to keep more than about
40% of the cash reserve required of a national
banks. 2. They can loan money upon property
upon which national banks cannot. 3. Quite a
large per cent, of the deposits is withdrawn be-
fore left long enough to draw interest. If a na-
tional bank fails to open its doors upon any day
except a holiday, or refuses to pay a depositor
the amount of his balance, the government may
declare such a bank defunct and take away its
charter, while a savings bank has the privilege of
closing its doors for sixty days.
One may see what part a savings bank may
play in the smaller cities of the middle west by
consulting the statements of these banks. The
largest deposits in the majority of the manufac-
turing cities of 10,000 to 20,000 population
through Indiana, Illinois, etc., are found in sav-
ings banks. These deposits come for the greater
part from the laboring people and mechanics who
might otherwise squander their money. While
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not resorting to catch-penny schemes, large num-
bers of savings banks use devices to encourage
laborers to save their small earnings—devices
such as small banks like a child's toy bank, etc.
Such things tend to promote a spirit of saving
among a class of people who rarely are econom-
ical. When these people have saved up some
amount and prove that they are thrifty and ca-
pable of saving, the bank is usually glad to loan
such persons enough in addition to their savings
to build them a home, and at a lower rate of in-
terest than the building and loan associations are
able to give.
This spirit of building and beautifying the
home is more or less contagious, and the results
may soon prove to be seen in the improved appear-
ance of the town in general, and in the general
evidences of thrift.
In prosperous times, the savings bank acts as a
depository for all the surplus of the people's
wages, and when the time comes that the fac-
tories shut down temporarily, the working classes
have something upon which they can live com-
fortably. They call pay their bills to the mer-
chants promptly, in turn the grocer pays his bills
to the wholesaler, and unless the country is in a
panic, the times of idleness are likely to pass by
without severely disturbing the town as a whole.
In fact, such a bank acs as a sort of governor,
regulating the finances of those who too often
are ill-versed in such matters.
If, however, conditions should bring a panic and
a " run " should come upon the bank, it has the
privilege already referred to of suspending pay-
ment. It is very unusual to resort to this, as it is
not likely to increase the popularity of the institu-
tion, but it is not always an unmixed evil. Usu-
ally the bank is able to convert its securities into
cash and pay the depositors in full at once, only
to receive them back in a few days from the same
people, who are tired of hoarding their money in
a stocking. Such a run is often in the end a
source of profit to the bank, as by drawing out
their deposits before interest is due, the deposi-
tors forfeit their interest, and the bank is the
gainer of just that much.
If the extreme measure of payment suspension
is resorted to, it may in tie end be a benefit to
the depositors. In sixty days conditions are us-
ually bettered, and those who would otherwise
have withdrawn their money and perhaps spent
it foolishly, still have the money and its accrued
interest. Such suspension is not likely to work
hardship and suffering, for few merchants would
refuse to extend credit to any honest person
known to have a balance in the bank. Thus sus-
pension may in the long run tend to equalize mat-
ters better than almost any other method.
From this it may be easily s2en that a savings
bank run upon sound business principles may
have an important bearing as an economic factor—
more so perhaps than other banks because reach-
ing a class of people less acquainted with busi-
ness principles.
Dealing, as it does to a great extent with peo-
ple more easily influenced by persons than facts,
the success of such an institution must depend in
a large measure upon the popularity of the offi-
cers in charge. It is almost needless to add that
they must be men of sterling honor and integrity.
THE MODULUS 1903.
We are just beginning work on the Modulus of
the class of nineteen hundred and three, and we
wish to call attention to a few things concerning
a publication of this kind. Although the Modulus
is brought out by the Junior Class, still it should
be representative, not, by any means of that class
alone, but of the Rose Polytechnic Institute. It
should be a book such, that all who are con-
nected, in any capacity, with the Institute will
feel that they are connected with the Modulus.
Other classes have published books that repre-
sent Rose in a manner most praiseworthy, and
we hope to have the co-operation of all, with
which we will endeavor to add to the series a.
number that will meet with general approval.
ED. MODULUS.
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THE base ball team opened up the season witha game at Greencastle with the DePauw
University team, and met the first defeat of the
season. The boys played first-class ball for the
first four innings, until the DePauw boys landed
on Hills, and there was no one to put in his
place. The team also went to pieces to help mat-
ters along.
Rose went to bat first, but failed to score, as
did DePauw in their half. .Neither team scored
in the second. In the third, Daily led off with a
single, reached second on an error by Merchant
and third on Kellogg's hit. Kellogg stole sec-
ond and scored on Nicholson's single. DePauw
failing to score in their half, put Rose two scores
to the good. In the third Rose added a third
and last run. Hamilton singled, stole second
and scored on Beauchamp's fumble of Pishback's
ground hit. DePauw made one in their half on
an error by Kellogg and Pulse's long fly to right
field.
In the fifth inning, Cosner led off with a two-
bagger and scored on an error by Hadley, leav-
ing Fudge on first. Fudge stole second and scored
on Kellogg's error of Beauchamp's grounder.
Tevis sent another one to Kellogg and Beau-
champ scored, Tevis going to third on an error
by Hadley and scoring on a hit by Bohn. Total
runs, 4.
In the sixth, Cosner singled and scored on
Hampton's error.
In the seventh, a base on balls, errors by Gib-
bons, Daily and Hampton, all followed by Cos-
ner's two-bagger, scored four runs.
In the eighth, two bases on balls, five passed
balls, four stolen bases, three singles, one two-





Nicholson, I. f. 
Gibbons 2nd b. 
Troll, c f 
Hampton, s. s 
Fishback , r f 
Hadley, c. 
Daily. 1st b. 











R. H. P.O. A. E.
o 1 I 2 I
O 3 I 0 2
O I I 4 I
o o o o o
I 2 0 0 4
o o 3 I I
o o 6 0 2
I I II 0 I
I I I 2 4
32 3 9 24 9 16
DE PAUW. A. B. R. H. P. 0. A. E.
Bohn, 2nd b  5 2 2 2 0 0
Nicely, c.  4 2 I 9 5 o
Fisher, r. f.  6 3 o I I I
Pulse, p  5 I 0 2 0
Preston, C. f  5 2 I I 0 o
Cosner, 1st b.  5 3 4 7 o o
Merchant, 1. f. 
Fudge, I. f.  }5 2 0 2 0 I
Beauchamp, 3rd b.  5 2 o 3 I 2
Tevis, s. s  5 I 
I
I I o
Total 45 18 9 27 m 4
SCORE BY INNINGS.
Rose o 0 2 I 0 0 0 0 0-3
DePauw o o o I 4 1 4 8 *-18
Stolen bases—Rose, 7; De Pauw, 5.
Two-base Hits—Nichclson, Cosner (2), Bohn.
Double plays—Fudge to Bohn.
Bases on balls—Off Hills, 3 ; off Pulse, 2.
Struck out—By Hills, 3; by Pulse, 8.
Passed balls—Hadley 5.
Wild pitches—Hills, i ; Pulse, I.
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April 20 the team played a double header with
the Manual Training and the Shortridge High
Schools of Indianapolis, at Indianapolis, and lost
both games, the first by stupid base running and
the second by stupid fielding.
In the first half of the first inning in the first
game Rose failed to score. Manual Training
made five runs. Diddle led off with a single and
stole second; Hotz struck out ; Sweeney singled,
scoring Diddle. Kellogg's error of Quinn's
grounder left two of the bases occupied. M.
Quinn singled, bringing in two runs and the bases
were cleared by Hampton's error and Cooper's
two bagger. Total, 5.
Neither team scored in the second.
In the third, Gilchrist received a pass to first,
was forced to second by another pass and scored
on Cullen's single.
In the fourth Kellogg received a pass, stole
second and reached third on Hadley's out. Fish-
back got four bad ones and stole second. Kellogg
scored on Daily's put out and Fishback followed
on T. Quinn's error. Manual Training got four
run's on Hotz's two baser, T. Quinn's single, M.
Quinn's single, a base on balls and Kellogg's
error.
In the fifth, Manual Training scored five on
two. bases on balls, three singles and Gibbons'
error.
Neither team scored in the sixth.
In the seventh Gibbons reached first on Cullen' s
error, but was caught trying to steal second.
Hampton was hit, stole second and third and
scored on Cooper's error of Kellogg's hit. Kel-
logg stole second and scored on Hadley's hit.
Hadley stole second, reached third on T. Quinn's
error of the ball thrown to catch him and scored
on Fishback's fly to left field. Daily singled and
stole second. Randall reached first on an error,
by Cooper and Knight's two bagger brought in
both men, Knight scoring on Nicholson's single.
Nicholson scored on hits by Hampton and Gib-
bons. Total, 8.
Following is the score:
ROSE. A. B. R. H. P.O. A. E.
Hills, p  2 0 0 0 2 0
Nicholson, 1. f.  5 I 2 2 0 0
Gibbons, 2 b.  4 2 2 0 I
Hampton, S. S.  3 I I 0 2
Kellogg, 3 b and p  2 2 0 0 I 2
Hadley, "  3 1 2 5 1 o
Fishback, c f  2 I 1 0 0 0
Daily, i b .  3 1 1 7 o o
Cox, r f.  3 o o I o o
Knight. 3 b. 1 i 1 1 0 o
Randall*  1 1 o o o o
Total .  29 io io 18 6 4
* Randall batted for Cox in seventh.
MANUAL TRAINING. A. B. R. H. P. 0. A. E.
Diddle, r. f.  4 2 1 I o o
Hot7  5 2 2 6 2 0
Sweeney, 2 b  3 2 3 3 3 o
T. Quinn, s. s  4 3 2 I 3 2
Gilchrist, I f.  2 3 0 2 0 o
M. Quinn, r f  3 2 2 0 0 o
Cullen, 3 b.  4 o o 0 2
Cooper, 1 b  4 3 I 8 I 2
Walton, p  3 I_
o o 3 o
Total  32 15 12 21 12 6
SCORE BY INNINGS.
Rose 0 0 2 0 o 8—io
M. T. H. S.  5 o
Stolen bases—Rose, 13; M. T. H. S. 6 
Two base hits—Knight, Gibbons, Cooper, Hotz.
Double plays—Gibbons (unassisted), Sweeney (unassisted).
Bases on balls—Off Hills, 3; off Kellogg, 2; off Walton, 9.
Hit by pitched ball —By Walton, 1.
Struck out—By Hills, 3; by Kellogg, 2; by Walton, 3.
Passed balls —Hotz, r.
Umpire—West. \
4 5 0-15
In the second game Randall led off with a hit,
stole second and scored on Gibbon's fly to right.
For the High School, Gibbs made a hit, stole
second and scored on Knight's error. Barry
stole second and third and scored on a passed
ball, and Tolin scored on Daily's error. Total 3.
In the second, a medley of errois and misplays,
assisted by one lonely hit, gave the High School
boys four runs.
They added one more in the third on a wild
throw and two more errors.
Four more runs were added to their count
in the fourth on Spiegel's single, Duckwall's
three bagger, Parker's single, error by Kellogg
and Hills and some other misplay s.
In the fifth, Fishback received a pass to first,
stole second and third. Daily received another
free ticket and stole second. Both scored on
Hills' hit. Randall steadied down in this inning
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and the High School boys could not touch him
the rest of the game.
In the sixth Hampton singled, stole second
and third and scored on a passed ball.
In the seventh Nicholson reached first on
Holdson' s error, stole second and third and scored
on Parker's error.
SCORE.
ROSE. A. B. R. H. P. 0. A. E.
Randall, p. 
Nicholson, 1. f. 
Gibbons, 2 b. 
Hampton, s. s 
Knight, 3 b. 
Kellogg, 3 b. 
Hadley, c . 
Fishback, c f 
Daily, 1 b 




































































Gibbs, 2 b 4 2 1 2 7 I
Barry, 2 b 4 I 0 2 1 I
Tolin, p 2 3 I o o o
Spiegel, c. f 4 0 I I 0 0
Allen, c 4 1 0 4 1 I
Duckwall, 1. f 4 I I 2 0 I
Wiles, s s 4 1 o I I o
Parker, 1 b 4 2 I 7 0 2
DeWarr, r. f 2 I o 1 0 0





Rose o o 0 2 1-5
S. H S 3 4 I A, 0 o 0-12
Stolen bases—Rose, 12; S. H. S 3.
Three base hits—Duckwall.
Double plays—Daily (unassisted); Gibbons to Daily.
Bases on balls—Off Randall. 1; off Tolin, 5.
Struck out—By Randall, 2; by Tulin, 1.
Passed ball—Hadley T, Allen I.
Umpire—West.
DePAUW, 8; ROSE, 7.
The base ball team kept up the good work
commenced on Saturday against the Normalites
and came very nearly defeating our old-time
rivals on Monday. DePauw won the game after
eleven innings of hard, fast ball playing. The
game came as a big surprise to the student body,
as DePauw had previously defeated Rose by a
score of 18 to 3, and nobody was looking for so
close a game. Hills pitched an excellent game,
having perfect control, only allowing one man a
free pass to first. The sensational feature of the
game was made by Troll in the eighth inning,
who, after catching Fudge's liner to center,
threw to the Plate and caught Nicely going in
home. The throw was a very pretty one, falling
directly in Hadley's hands.
DePauw started out briskly in the first inning
by making three runs. Fisher, the first man up,
singled but was caught at second, when he
attempted to go there on Bohn's single to left
field. Cosner followed with another single,
McKinney reached first on a throw home to catch
a runner, and reached second on Gibbons' error,
scoring the third run on Preston's single.
DePauw made another run in the fourth, on
Nicely's hit, two stolen bases and Braman's
error.
Rose made her first run in fifth inning. Fish-
back, the first man up, went to second on Cos-
ner's error. Hadley was hit with the ball. Daily
received four bad ones and the bases were full.
Braman made a single, Fishback and Hadley
scoring. On the throw home to catch Hadley
Braman went down to second, and when Nicely
threw to second to catch him, Daily scored,
making three runs.
DePauw made two in the sixth. After McKin-
ney had flied out to Nicholson, Preston reached
first on Hampton's error and second on Braman's,
Merchant's hit scoring him. Hits by Pulse and
Fudge scored Merchant. Rose scored one in
their half of this inning. Gibbons led off with a
hit, stole second, scoring on throws to put out
Hampton and Troll.
In the seventh Fisher reached first on Gibbons'
error, went to third on Bohn's hit and scored
when Braman threw to first to put out McKin-
ney.
Rose scored two in the eighth. Nicholson
reached first on Pulse's error, scoring on Hamp-
ton's hit. Hampton was caught at second.
Troll reached first on Fudge's error, stole second
and came home on Fudge's error of Fishback's
grounder. Fishback stole second but was caught
off the base.
Rose tied the score in the last half of the ninth
inning. Hadley reached first on Cosner's error
and second on Bohn's. Braman's timely single
scored Hadley and tied the game.
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Both teams were put out in one, two, three
order in the tenth.
In the eleventh Fudge reached first on Bra-
man's error, went to second and scored on Bohn's
hit. For Rose, Troll knocked one to short and
Fishback fanned. Hadley made a two bagger
and Daily walked and things looked up, but Bra-
man ended the game by striking out.
SCORE.
ROSE. A. B. R. H. P.O. A. E.
Hills, p 5 o 0 2 0
Nicholson, 1 f 5 0 2 2
Gibbons, s s 5 3 4 3
Hampton, 2 b 3 4 3
Troll, c f 4 2 2
Fishback, r f 4 0
Hadley, c 4 2 0 4 3
Daily, i b 3 0 16
Braman, 3 b 5 2 5 3
Total 38 7 5 33 21 9
DEPAUW. A. B. R. H. P.O. A. E.
Fisher, r f  5
Bohn, 2 b  4
Cosner. I b  5
McKinney, s s  5
Preston, c f  5
Merchant, 1 f  5
Nicely, c  5
Pulse, p  3
Beauchamp, 3 b 
Fudge, 3 b  4
Total  42 8
SCORE BY INNINGS.
















DePauw....3 0 0 I 0 2 I 0 0 0 1-8
Stolen bases—Nicholson (2), Gibbons, Hampton, Fishback (2),
Braman. Bohn, Preston, Nicely (2), Fudge.
Two base hits—Hadley, Beauchamp.
Double plays—Troll to Hadley.
Bases on balls--,Off Pulse, 4; off Hills, I.
Struck out—By Hills, 1; by Pulse, 8.
Umpire—Franklin.
Time of game, i hour and 35 minutes.
I. S. N., 3; ROSE, 6.
On May 4 the base ball team almost redeemed
themselves in the eyes of the students by defeat-
ing the Normal team in a prettily played game.
With the exception of a little flightiness in the
seventh inning, the boys played a good, clean
game, and would have shut the Normalites out.
The Normalites obtained their runs on two of
their four hits and three of Rose's six errors.
However, the game was a good one, showing
very plainly that Rose has the best team she has
had for the past three years, and it is expected
that a good account will be forthcoming at the
end of the season..
Rose started the ball rolling by making two
runs in the first inning. Hills, the first man up,
received a pass to first and stole second. McIn-
tosh's error of Nicholson's third strike put him
on first, and another error by the same man ad-
vanced him to second and scored Hills. Nichol-
son reached third on a wild pitch and scored on
Hampton's out from short to first.
Rose got two more in the fourth. After Gib-
bons was out Hampton received a pass, stole sec-
ond and scored on Hanna's error of Troll's hit,
Troll scoring on Hadley's hit and Shickel's
error.
One more was added in the sixth. Troll sin-
gled, stole second and scored on Hadley's timely
single.
The Normalites made their only runs in the
seventh inning. Shickel reached first on Bra-
man's error. Beaty was out, Hampton to Daily.
Shickel having gone to third on an error by Had-
ley scored on Hanna's single. McIntosh fol-
lowed him with another single, and both men
scored on Pearce's single, coupled with Gibbon's
error.
Rose made the final runs in the eighth. Troll
reached first on an error by Jeffries, stole second





Nicholson, 1. f  















Hampton, 2nd b 3 6 2
Troll, c f 3 0 0
Fishback r f 4 0 0
Hadley, c. . 4 2 8 1
Daily 4 0 JO 0
Braman, 3rd b  3 0 4 2
Total 43 6 8 27 21 6
I. S N. A. B. R. R. P.O. A. E.
McIntosh, c  5 1 3 7 3 2
Pearce, 2nd b  5 o o 3 4 2
Sherb, c f 3 0 0 2 0 0
Jeffries, p  2 0 0 0 8 I
Hutchings, 1st b 4 o o 8 o o
McFerson, r f  4 o o o o o
Shikel, 3rd b 4 I o 3 o I
Beaty, I f 3 o o o o 0
Hanna, s s 4 I I o o I
Total 3s 3 4 *23 15 7




Rose  2 0 0 2 0 I 2 *_6
I. S N.  o o o o o o 3 o 0-3
StJlen bases-Hills, Nicholson, Hampton, Troll (3), Hadley,
Sherb (I!), Jeffries, Hanna.
Two-base hits-Nicholson.
Double plays-Hutchings (unassisted).
Bases on balls-By Hills, 1; by Jeffries, 2.
Hit by pitcher-By Hills, 2.
Struck out- By Hills, 8; by Jeffries, 6.
Passed balls-Hadley, 1.
Wild pitches - Hills, 1. Jeffries, T.
Umpire-J. W. Shepherd.
FOOT BALL SCHEDULE.
Manager Krieger of the foot ball team is rap-
idly completing his schedule for next fall. He
says that he has completed arrangements for the
following games, with the exception of the ap-
proval of the Athletic Directors, and it is not
thought that they will disapprove of the games
so far arranged. Mr. Krieger also states that he
is trying to fill the three open dates, and it is his
intention, if possible, to bring a team here for a
Thanksgiving game:
Sept. 24.—Open.
Oct. 5.—Indiana University, at Bloomington.
" 12.—DePauw, at Terre Haute.
" 19, —Wabash , at Crawfordsville.
26.—Manual Training School of Indianapolis, at
Terre Haute.
Nov. 2.—Open.
9.—University of Louisville, at Louisville.






WABASH 16; ROSE 9.
A number of changes were made in the line-up
of the team before the Wabash game, and it is
believed they were for the better. Hampton was
shifted from short to second, Captain Gibbons
going from second to short. Kellogg was taken
off third and will be used as one of the pitchers
the remainder of the season. Braman, captain
and 3d baseman of the second team, was put on
third. Randall, '03, who started in to do the
pitching, had his leg broken in the first inning.
Daily stopped a grounder quite a little distance
from first, Randall went to cover the bag and the
runner ran into him.
Kellogg, who took his place, retired the side
immediately and pitched a good, steady game
the eight innings in which he was in the box.
Gibbons made a pretty stop of a liner and
doubled a man on second, but perhaps the pret-
tiest play of the game was made by Troll when
he picked a line hit off the ground while on a run
and threw to first, doubling the man who had
gone down to second on the hit.
THE TECHNIC is unable to give a full account
of the game, as manager Cox, who was keeping
score, went with Randall to attend to his injuries.
For the box score given, THE TECHNIC is in-
debted to manager Bassett, of the Wabash team.
SCORE.
WABASH.









Portmess 2b 5 2 5
Meares, p and m 6 2 2 2
Kent, c 4 2 0 5 6
Montgomery s s 4 3 2 3
Poston, lb 4 2 2 13
Roby, r f 3 0
Burk, If and 3h 5 3
King, 3h
McNaught, 1 f 3
Williamson, r f  
Total 41 16 12 27 5
R. p.1. A. B. R. H. P.O. A. E.
Randall, p o o
Nicholson, 1 f 5 3 2 0 I
Gibbons, Caut. and s s 3 3 3 4 4
Hampton, 2b 5 I 3 1
Troll, m 4 2 0 1 o
Fishback, r f 4 0 0 o 0 o
Hadley, c 3 0 4 2 0
Daly, lb 3 0 0 10 I 0
Braman, 3h 2 2 3 2 4
Kellogg, p 3 o I I
-
34 9 8 24 14 12
SCORE BY INNINGS.
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Wabash 6 3 o 3 o 3 o I X-16
R. P. I I o 5 I 0 0 2 0 0-9
Sacrifice hit-Gibbons.
Stolen bases-Montgomery 2, Poston 2, Smith, Meares, Burk,
NcNaught, Nicholson 2, Gibbons 2, Troll 3.
Two base hits-Portmess 2, Montgomery, Nicholson.
Double plays-Poston, unassisted; Gibbons, unassisted, Troll,
Daly.
Innings pitched-By Mears 5, Smith 4, Randal part of r, Kellogg 8,
Hits-Off Mears 6, Smith 2, Randall 2, Kellogg Io.
Struck out--By Mears I, Smith 5, Randall o, Kellogg 2.
Bases on balls-By Mears 4, Smith 2, Randall 2. Kellogg 3.
Wild pitches -Mears I, Smith o, Randall 1, Kellogg 2.
Hit by-Mears o, Smith o, Randall I, Kellogg 1.
Passed balls-Kent 2, Hadley 4.
Time-I hour and 56 minutes.
Um pi re-Ruddle.
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Seniors enjoyed a free lunch served by Cohn.
Hills is authority for the current generated in a
rheostat.
J. T. Montgomery and C. H. Fry were in town
on the 5th.
"Professor, how do these Walking Plank En-
gines work ? " asks Uhl.
Uhl in French, "She was very misfortunate
and in a fit of enthusiasm," etc.
Brosius translates:—" Mancher verdorbenen
Magen "—Many a spoiled possibility.
The authorities are looking for the student
who hypnotized the faculty recently.
Clay (in surprised tones):—" Why, these
plates are an inch apart and don't touch."
Kellogg, reciting :—Lead is a slow poison.
Dr. Noyes:—Not if you take enough of it.
Flory was heard to inform Doctor Mees that
he liked some one a h-1 lot better than he did
another person.
Prof. Hathaway (after Kiefer explains his
problem):—" You are using an algebra of your
own, Mr. Keifer."
Cohn:—' 'Will you tell us our Quiz marks ? "
Prof. Hathaway:—No," (and after a pause),
"A quarter, please."
Kiefer says he had a very "funny feeling"
after his experience with Hydrocyanic Acid.
His stomach went round and round.
Marshall had a problem in Math. concerning
the flow of water over a dam. He was ashamed
to swear in class, so he called the dam a " wier."
On April 20, R. N. Miller read a paper before
the Scientific Society on "Dyes and Dyeing,"
with experimental illustrations of the processes
The Juniors have discovered another way of
hearing a lecture from the Doctor. By placing
their ears to the speaking tube they hear him
call the Freshmen down every Tuesday after-
noon.
During the two recent ball games on the home
grounds "The Elephant" played a very import-
ant role in the rooting. He is made of sheet-iron,
charmingly decorated, bears a score-card on his
side, and occupies some fifty square feet of the
back-stop. He was discovered the morning of
the Normal game in his present position, and the
way in which he got there, being a deep secret,
known only to three-fourths of the school, will
not be here divulged. It was rumored at the
time that he had escaped from Gentry's show,
which was in town the night previous. During
the game the rooting was frequent and vocifer-
ous. The Normalite with " I. Z. N." on his
sweater, the catcher named Herz, and all the
others were given a full share, but oftenest
of all, were heard the words, "Look at the Ele-
phant," directing attention to some particularly
satisfying score that had recently been chalked
on his broad flank.
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Albert A. Kreiger has been elected Captain
and Manager of the Sophomore class track team,
to fill the vacancy caused by the resignation of
N. H. Cox.
Jumper and Warren were having a concert in
the photometry room when Doctor Mees and a
party of visitors appeared. The concert broke
off rather suddenly.
Quoted—" My friend, don't you see 'em?
There are three moons up there in a row. There's
a little one in the middle, and it's the biggest, and
there,—don't you see it ?—it's on the outside."
Some one was reciting in mechanics and not
doing well, when the electric piano of the Ferris
comedians passed. Uhl immediately gave his
opinion that the tune (?) was " someones " fu-
neral march.
Oglesby will be pleased to learn that Prof.
Hathaway is having made for his convenience a
10-ft. pointer with a crayon at the end, so that he
may work his problems as well as explain them
from his seat.
Prof. Faurot has kept his class a few minutes
after the hour, and is assigning an advanced les-
son, when Pine hurries in, takes his seat and ap-
pears very much surprised to find that he is just
one hour late.
The night following the appearance of the
" Elephant " the figures "1901" were painted
in heroic size on the white-washed backstop, just
over the new acquisition. The seniors evidently
hated to see all memory of their freshman days
obliterated from the historic locality.
The Camera Club has subscribed to the "Photo
Era," and the magazine has been placed on file
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in the library. Another acceptable innovation
which is to be made is the making up of devel-
oper according to three favorite formul, to be
kept in the dark room for the free use of mem-
bers.
At a meeting of the Polytechnic Telegraph Co.
the following officers were elected for the ensu-
ing year:..
President—Victor 1-lomrhel.
Sec. and Treas.—Sol Levi.
Superintendent—Albert A. Kreiger.
The Sophmores, anxious to get the machinery
for the publication of their 1902 Modulus in good
working order before the close of the term, have
elected as the permanent staff:
Harry W. Palmer, Editor in Chief.
R. A. Oglesby, Assistant Editor.
R. B. Arnold, Business Manager.
Brent C. Jacob, Chairman Literary Committee.
Albert Krieger, Chairman Athletic Committee.
I. J. Cox, Chairman Historical Committee.
Alfred Austin, Artist.
The withdrawal from school of W. F. Huth-
steiner, '01, necessitated by responsibilities at
home, was a source of deep regret to every-
one connected with the Institute. During
his entire connection with the school he has been
prominent and efficient in the administration of
student affairs, and has made his influence in
Athletics widely felt. In leaving Rose he car-
ries with him the esteem of a great number
of friends. H. A. Schwartz succeeds him as
President of the Council, H. W. Palmer becom-
ing Vice President, and M. N. Troll succeeds
him as President of the Athletic Association.
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Engineering Practice and Theory for Steam Engineers. By W. H.
Wakeman, New Haven, Conn. Published by the author. 6 x 3
inches, 190 pages. $i.00.
AS its title indicates, this a publication writtenfor the benefit of engineers in charge of
steam engines. The language used is of such a
nature as to be readily understood by those who
have not had the advantage of a technical train-
ing. The numerous difficulties likely to be en-
countered in running engines of modern con-
struction are carefully dealt with, and remedies
suggested in all cases. A systematic presenta-
tion of the entire subject is noticeable and com-
mendable, as it renders the contents of the pub-
lication readily accessible. A complete index
materially assists in finding what is wanted. The
book, as a whole, will be found a valuable aid to
ambitious engineers.
Specifications for Steel Bridge; (taken from "DePontibus"), by J. A.
I. Waddell. $1.00. John Wiley & Sons, New York.
RECOGNIZING the demand which exists fora concise and still complete set of specifi-
cations for steel bridges, the author has compiled
from his previous publication the above informa-
tion, which will supply a long-felt want among
bridge draughtsmen and computers. Numerous
changes have been made in the text, which
bring the specifications thoroughly up to date,
and the reasonable price of the publication brings
it witain reach of all.
If the ideas of the author, as expressed in the
specifications, are carefully carried out, the re-
sulting structure will be decidedly substantial
and can be built at reasonable cost. This publi-
cation is worthy of a place in every bridge office,
and if such specifications were carefully carried
out, fewer failures would result.
A Text-book on the Mechanics of Materials and of Beams, Columns
and Shaft3. By Mansfield Merriman, Professor of Civil Engi-
neering in Lehigh University. Ninth Edition, revised Oc:avo,
cloth. Price, $4.00. John Wiley & Sons, New York.
E OR the student who has had a thorough train-
I ing in mathematics and theoretical mechan-
ics, no better treatise on the subject in question can
be found. The book deals at some length with the
six important Materials of construction —timber,
brick, stone, cast iron, wrought iron and steel.
What we consider a commendable feature of the
text is the statement of the average values for
the quantities expressing the strength and elas-
ticity of the six materials above named. As the
author states, his purpose in doing this is to es-
tablish a neuclus about which the student may
from experience group the useful values as found
from experiment or otherwise. Too often it so
happens that students have but a faint idea of the
actual values of these quantities, and conse-
quently do not glean the full benefit of the the-
oretical training which they receive.
A careful perusal of the publication will enable
the student to cope with all ordinary problems
which may arise in connection with the subjects
treated. Another feature worthy of note is the
practical nature of the numerous problems which
are distributed throughout the text. A careful
demonstration of these problems will accomplish




MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF
hemicals & Chemical Apparatus.
205, 207, 209, 211 THIRD AVE. Finest Bohemian & German Glassware, Royal Berlin & Meissen Porcelain.
Purest Hammered Platinum, Balances & Weights, Zeiss Microscopes, and
CORNER OF 18th ST. NEW YORK. Bacteriological Apparatus Chemically Pure Acids; and Assay Goods.
Lyon's and
Lowney' 14000LiTES
FRENCH BRIAR PIPES and SMOKERS' REQUISITES
AT E3UNTIN DRUG CO's.
cIDO. G. tleini & SOD
'florists
No. 25 North Eighth Street.
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THE Sandow Spring Grip Dumb-Bells are madein two halves connected by adjustable springs,
thus forcing one when taking exercise to have
every muscle at its proper tension. Many muscles
are also brought into action that would otherwise
lie dormant. Sandow claims that this method of
exercise is superior to all others.
No. No.
1. Children's, Pair, . . $1.25 4. Youths', Pair, . . . $2.50
2.GhW, " • • 75 5. Ladies', " . . . . 2.50
3. Boys', " . . 1.75 6. Men's, " . . . . 3.00
Complete in box with chart of exercise.
ki'FALL AND WINTER SPORTS CATALOGUE FREE
UPON APPLICATION.




Barber Shop, Bath Rooms & Cigar Store.
No expense has been spared in the construction of this
emporium to make it sanitarily perfect. Nothing but
first-class and a ccomodating workmen with years of ex-
perience are employed.
We also carry the largest Foreign and Domestic line of
CIGARS AND TOBACCO in the city.
J. C. HOLDEN,
No. 12 North Seventh St. Near Post Office.
rawini,www&-4wwwliwiTh.,
171-vs+-,s4
Telephone 5241.  FVERETT the Tailor.
; PIONEER OF LOW PRICES FOR FINE TAILORING. "THE OLD RELIABLE."
Selection unsurpassed, Fit and Workmanship unequalled.
Suits $8.50 and up. Trousers $2.50 and up.
:0 Fifteen Years at same stand. Seventh Street, near Big Four Depot. TERRE HAUTE. IND.
